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Abstract 
We introduce a compositional characterization of the operational semantics of equational Horn 
programs. Then we show that this semantics and the standard operational semantics based on 
(basic) narrowing coincide. We define an abstract narrower mimicking this semantics, and show 
how it can be used as a basis for efficient AND-compositional program analysis. As an application 
of our framework, we show a compositional analysis to detect the unsatisfiability of an equation 
set with respect to a given equational theory. We also show that our method allows us to perform 
computations and analysis incrementally in a Constraint Equational setting and that the test of 
satisfiability in this setting can be done in parallel. 
1. Introduction 
Compositionality is a desirable property which has been recognized as fi_mdamental 
in the semantics of programming languages [37,39]. Compositionality has to do with a 
(syntactic) composition operator o, and holds when the meaning (semantics) Y(C,oC2) 
of a compound construct is defined by composing the meanings of the constituents 
Y(C1) and P’(Cz), i.e. for a suitable function fo, Y(Cl oC2) = f,(Y(C,),Y(Cz)). 
In the case of logic programs [ 131, the properties of two most important operators 
have been widely investigated, namely AND-composition (of atoms in a goal or in a 
clause body) and OR-composition, i.e. composition of (sets of) clauses. In the context 
of equational logic programming [19,23], compositionality of the semantics has not 
been much investigated yet. In this paper, we address the problem of solving equations 
in equationally defined theories: we want to define compositionally the meaning of 
the union of b-unification problems. Let a theory d be fixed and consider two finite 
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equation sets rl, r2. We want to define the meaning of f 1 U r2 (with respect to 8) 
in terms of the meanings of ri and &. Throughout the paper, G is assumed to be 
axiomatized as an equational Horn theory, which is called the ‘program’ [ 14, 19,231. 
We do not consider compositionality with respect to the union of programs in this 
paper. For this topic we refer to [4]. Alpuente et al. [4] define a compositional semantics 
for the direct union of complete theories which correctly models the computational 
properties related to the use of logical variables. 
The semantics of equational Horn programs is usually defined as some variant of nur- 
rowing, a method for generating complete sets of b-unifiers with respect to a canonical 
set of clauses. Simple restrictions on narrowing, like narrowing only at basic positions, 
are still complete for theories which satisfy some additional properties [30]. The use of 
narrowing as the operational mechanism for computing leads to a powerful extension 
of ordinary logic programs [ 19,341 and the computation model has many opportuni- 
ties for parallelism. For example, [12] describes a kind of OR-parallelism in which, 
for each position in the term and each rule in the program, alternative narrowings 
are explored concurrently according to some heuristic function. Our work concerns an 
AND-parallel computation model of equational Horn programs, where all subexpres- 
sions can be narrowed independently and the computed substitutions obtained so far 
can then be composed. This mechanism of computation was also mentioned in [34]. 
We extend the notion of parallel composition of substitutions introduced in [2 1,321 
to the case of equational logic programs. Hence we show how complete sets of d- 
unifiers for a given goal + ri, r2 can be generated by composing the complete sets 
of &-unifiers computed by narrowing for the separate subgoals G ri and += r2. This 
allows us to model the combination of substitutions computed by AND-parallel ‘nar- 
rowing processes’, i.e. by agents which narrow subexpressions in parallel. We show 
that for unrestricted narrowing a ‘semantic’ composition operator would be necessary. 
However, for basic narrowing we achieve a stronger result and show that the substitu- 
tions can be composed syntactically. 
We have recently defined an equational logic language [l] as an instance of Con- 
straint Logic Programming [22], where the equations to be solved with respect to 
an equational theory are considered as constraints. For a computational step in this 
framework, it is essential to be able to (semi-)decide if a set of equations is sat- 
isfiable. The computation of complete sets of &-unifiers is less striking in this con- 
text, while it is essential a mechanism to evaluate the satisfiability of the constraints 
incrementally [l]. In [2], we have defined a lazy procedure which does not prove 
the satisfiability of the equational constraint c but just checks that c is not unsatis- 
fiable by means of an approximated narrower. We show that a compositional nar- 
rowing can be taken as a basis for a compositional analysis for the problem of un- 
satisfiability. Then we show that compositionality leads, as a by-product, to an in- 
cremental implementation for the analysis. Therefore, while OR-compositionality, i.e. 
compositionality w.r.t. union of programs, has proven significant for programming 
with modules [4,13], we show that AND-compositionality can lead to incremental 
computations. 
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This paper is organized as follows. After introducing some preliminary notions in 
Section 2, Section 3 defines an operator which describes the operational semantics of 
equational Horn programs in a compositional way. In Section 4, we introduce composi- 
tional conditional narrowing, an AND-parallel computation model for equational Horn 
programs. We characterize compositionally the success set of a goal, i.e. the set of the 
computed answer substitutions corresponding to all successful narrowing derivations. 
That is, we prove that the meaning of a composite goal can be obtained by composing 
the meanings of its conjuncts, when considering the success set as observable. Then we 
state the completeness of our semantics. In Section 5 we recall an abstract algorithm 
for the static analysis of unsatisfiability of equation sets [2,3] and modify it to perform 
the analysis compositionally. 
The analysis is based on two ideas. First, the construction of a finite graph of terms 
built from the equational theory, which helps one to know the narrowing derivations 
which definitely terminate. Secondly, the approximation of the narrowing derivations 
by means of an abstract calculus whose derivations cover all concrete computations. 
Our method introduces a generic technique of loop detection to ensure termination. 
We also present a specific loop-check which does not depend on the equation set to 
be solved. Section 6 formulates an incremental analyzer for equational constraints and 
presents some encouraging results from the implementation of the analyzer. Section 7 
concludes. The proofs of the theorems are given in Appendix A. A preliminary version 
of this paper appeared in [5]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We briefly recall some known results about equations, conditional rewrite systems 
and equational unification. For full definitions refer to [l 1,241. Throughout this paper, 
V will denote a countably infinite set of variables and C denotes a set of function 
symbols, each with a fixed associated arity. z(C U V) and r(C) denote the sets of 
terms and ground terms built on C U V and C, respectively. A C-equation s = t is a 
pair of terms s, t E z(C U V). Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. 
Occurrences are represented by sequences, possibly empty, of natural numbers used to 
address subterms of t, and they are ordered by the prefix ordering u <v if there exists 
w such that uw = v. We let n denote the empty sequence. O(t) denotes the set of 
occurrences of a term t. o(t) denotes the set of nonvariable occurrences of a term 
t. tl, is the subterm at the occurrence u of t. t[rlu is the term t with the subterm at 
the occurrence u replaced with Y. t[u] denotes the label in t at occurrence u E 6(t). 
These notions extend to equations in a natural way. Identity of syntactic objects is 
denoted by =. Var(s) is the set of distinct variables occurring in the syntactic object 
s. A fresh variable is a variable that appears nowhere else. The symbol - denotes a 
finite sequence of symbols. 
We describe the lattice of equation sets following [7]. We let Eqn denote the set 
of possibly existentially quantified finite sets of equations over terms. Elements of 
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Eqn are regarded as (quantified) conjunctions of equations and treated modulo logical 
equivalence. We let fail denote the unsatisfiable equation set, which (logically) implies 
all other equation sets. Likewise, the empty equation set, denoted by true, is implied 
by all elements of Eqn. We write E GE’ if E’ logically implies E. Thus Eqn is a lattice 
ordered by < with bottom element true and top element fail. An equation set is solved 
if it is eitherfail or it has the form 3~1 . . .3y,.{xl = tl,. . . ,xn = t,,}, where each xi is a 
distinct variable not occurring in any of the terms ti and each yi occurs in some tj. Any 
set of equations E can be transformed into an equivalent one solve(E) which is solved. 
We restrict our interest to the set of idempotent substitutions over r(C U V), which is 
denoted by Sub. There is a natural isomorphism between substitutions and unquantified 
equation sets. Given a solved unquantified equation set E = {xl = tl,. . ,x~ = t,}, 
we let sub(E) = {xl/tl, . . .,x&}. Also, the equational representation of a substitution 
0 = {x41 , . . .,x&} is the set of equations 6’ = {xr = tl,. . .,x, = tn}. The identity 
function on V is called the empty substitution and denoted by a. Given a substitution 
0 and a set of variables W C V, we denote by 01~ the substitution obtained from 8 by 
restricting its domain, Dam(B), to WV. 
We consider the usual preorder on substitutions <: 86 cr iff 3~. g = 8~. Note that 
B<a iff d + 6 [32]. A substitution {xl/t1 . , . . ,xnjtn} is a unifier of an equation set 
E iff {XI = tl,...,xn = t,,} + E. We denote the set of unifiers of E by unif(E) 
and mgu(E) denotes the most general unifier of the unquantified equation set E. In 
abuse of notation, we let fail denote failure when computing the mgu(E). While every 
unquantified equation set has a most general unifier [27], this is not generally true for 
equation sets with existentially quantified variables [7]. We write s L t when we want 
to point out the fact that two terms s and t do unify. 
We define an equational Horn theory & to be a finite set of (universally quantified) 
equational Horn clauses of the form e + et,. . . , e,, n 3 0, where e, ei, i = 1,. . . , n, are 
equations. An equational goal is an equational Horn clause with no head. We let Goal 
denote the set of equational goals. The set of states is defined by State = Goal x Sub. 
A Conditional Term Rewriting System (CTRS for short) is a pair (C, 9) where ,5%? 
is a finite set of reduction (or rewrite) rule schemes of the form (1 + p + C), 2, 
p E r(C U V), A $! V and Vur(p) C Vur(A). The condition C is a possibly empty 
conjunction et,. . . , e,, n 20, of equations. Variables in C that do not occur in 1 are 
called extra-variables. If a rewrite rule has no condition we write 3, + p. When the 
condition in every rule in 9 is empty the system is said to be unconditional. Otherwise, 
it is said to be conditional. We will often write just W instead of (C,9?). We let Ctrs 
denote the set of conditional term rewriting systems. 
A term s conditionally rewrites to a term t, written s -+a t, if there exists a rule 
(iL -+ p ‘+= sr = t1,...,.s, = t,,) E 9, an occurrence u E O(s), and a substitution 
cr such that SJ, = Aa, t = s[~o]~ and, for each i = 1,. . . ,n, there exists a term Wi 
such that sig -+i wi and tic +,g wt. When no confusion can arise, we omit the 
subscript B?. 
An equational Horn theory 6 whose clauses A = p + C satisfy the assumptions 
i 6 V and Vur(p) c Vur(1) can be viewed as a CTRS B where the rules are the heads 
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(implicitly oriented from left to right) and the conditions are the respective bodies. 
We assume that these assumptions hold for all theories we consider in this paper. The 
equational theory 8 is said to be canonical (complete) if the binary one-step conditional 
rewriting relation +g defined by W is noetherian and confluent. 
Let 9 be a CTRS. A function symbol f E C is irreducible iff there is no rule (i -+ 
p + C) E 9 such that f occurs as the outermost function symbol in 2, otherwise 
it is a defined function symbol. In theories where the above distinction is made, the 
signature C is partitioned as C = %? l-j 9, where % is the set of irreducible function 
symbols and P is the set of defined function symbols. The elements of V are often 
called constructors. 
For CTRS B, r < 92 denotes that r is a new variant of a rule in 9 such that 
r contains no variable previously met during computation (standardized apart). The 
instantiated left-hand side 10 of a reduction rule (1 4 p + C) is called a redex 
(reducible expression) with contracturn pa. Given a CTRS 9& an equational goal 
clause + g conditionally narrows into a goal clause -+ g’ (in symbols + g 5 + g’) 
if there exists an equation e E g, a nonvariable occurrence u E 6(e), a standardized 
apart variant (2 + p + C) < 9 and a substitution 19 such that 8 = mgu( {el, = A}) 
and 9’ = ((9 - {e}) U {e[pl,) U C>e. s is called a (narrowing) redex iff there exists 
a new variant (2 + p + C) of a reduction rule in B and a substitution cr such that 
so - ia. A narrowing derivation is defined by + g 2 + g’ iff 301,. . ., 0,. -+ 
6 
g-b ... & e= g’ and 8 = 01 . . .8,. We say that the derivation has length n. If n = 0 
then 8 = E. In order to treat syntactical unification as a narrowing step, we add to 
the CTRS 9 the rule (x = x --+ true +), x E V. Then + (t = s) L -G’= true holds 
iff g = mgu({t = s}). A successful derivation for + g in 9 U {x = x -+ true e=} 
is a narrowing derivation + g 5 + true and BIV~,.(~) is called a computed answer 
substitution for -+ g in 9. 
An important kind of equational Horn theories are those which are level-confluent 
[ 15,301. Let +B be the conditional rewrite relation corresponding to a Horn equational 
theory 8. Then -4~ is equivalent to +g= lJiaO{+~,}, where 
(1) --+oO= 0; and 
(2) t +~e,+, t’ holds iff there is a rule (A --+ p + C) E 9?‘, a nonvariable occurrence 
u of t and a substitution rr such that tl, = hs, t’ = t[polu and SC Jw, s’c for all (s = 
s’) E C. 49 is called level-confluent [ 151 iff, for each n 20, the relation +w, is 
confluent. Level confluence can still be ensured by syntactic conditions [15]. Of course, 
level confluence implies confluence. We call 9 level-canonical if --+g is level-confluent 
and noetherian. This is equivalent to say that each +s” is canonical. The notion of 
level-canonicity of a conditional term rewriting system extends in the obvious way to 
equational Horn theories. 
Each equational Horn theory d generates a smallest congruence relation =d called 
d-equality on the set of terms r(Z U V) (the least equational theory which contains 
all logic consequences of 8 under the entailment relation + obeying the axioms of 
equality for 8). d is a presentation or axiomatization of =c. In abuse of notation, we 
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sometimes speak of the equational theory d to denote the theory axiomatized by 8. 
b-equality is extended to substi~tions by o=& iff ‘dx f V. ntr=&l. 
A finite set of equations f = (~1 = tr, . . . ,s, = tn} together with an equational 
theory d is called an b-unification problem. A substitution 0 is an b-unifier of the 
equation set r iff d k (B 3 r) [29]. By abuse of notation, (T is often called solution. 
The set @l,(r) of all b-unifiers of r is recursively enumerable [14,19,38]. 
For ~-~~~~~c~tion problems, the notion of most general unifier generahzes to com- 
plete sets of minimal (incomparable) ~-~~j~e~~. A set S of b-unifiers of the equation 
set r is complete iff every b-unifier cr of r factors into f.r =6 @y [ Vuv(T)] for some 
substitutions 6 E S and y. A complete set of &-unifiers of a system of equations may 
be infinite. Minimal complete sets ,~&?d(r) of b-unzjiers of r do not always exist. 
An b-unification procedure is complete if it generates a complete set of b-uni.fiers 
for all input equation system. Conditional na~o~ng has been shown to be a complete 
&?-unification algorithm for canonical theories satisfying different restrictions [ 19,301. 
Since unrestricted narrowing has quite a large search space, several strategies to control 
the selection of redexes have been devised to improve the efficiency of narrowing by 
getting rid of some useless derivations (see [ 161 for a recent survey). Narrowing at 
only basic positions [ 15,19,20,30,3 I] has been proven to be a complete ~-unification 
algorithm for level-canonical Horn equational theories. 
3. Equational parallel composition 
In the following, we recall the notion of parallel composition of substitutions, de- 
noted by fi. Roughly speaking, parallel composition is the operation of unification 
generalized to substitutions. 
Parallel composition corresponds to one of the basic operations performed by the 
AND-parallel execution model of logic programs [ 17,2 1,32]. Namely, when two sub- 
goals (of the same goal) are run in parallel, the answer substitutions (computed in- 
dependently) have to be combined to get the final result. This ‘combination’ can be 
done as follows [ 17,2 1,321. Given two idempotent substitutions 81 and 82, we let 
81 $ &- = pngu(& U 6,). Parallel composition is idempotent, commutative, associative 
and has a null element &il and an identical element E. 9 is lifted to sets of substi~tions 
by 
u {~Ift~Z~ if it is different from {fail}, 
01 3 02 = BIEOI,B2E&? 
0 otherwise. 
Parallel composition was proposed in [32] as a basis for a compositional characteri- 
zation of the semantics of Horn Clause Logic. We are able to generalize the notion of 
parallel composition to the case when unification in equational theories is considered. 
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In the following definition we formalize the notion of equational parallel composition, 
denoted by $8. 
Definition 3.1. Let 81, $2 E Sub. We define the operator $8 : Sub x Sub -+ &Sub) as 
follows: 
Example 1. Let d = (f(0) = 0, f(g(X)) = g(X), g(O) = c(O), g(c{X)) = g(X)}. 
1. Let 01 = {X/g(Z)} and 82 = {X/c(Z)}. Then {X/c(O),Z/O} E 81 $8 62. 
2. Let 81 = {X/f(O)} and 02 = {X/g(Z)}. Then 81 9~ 02 = 0. 
The operator $8 can be lifted to sets of substitutions as follows. 
Definition 3.2. Given Oi,@ E ~(Sub), let: 
01 hd 02 = u 81 ha (92. 
(hEQ1,02E@h 
It is straightforward to show that $6 is commutative and associative and has null 
element 0. 
Given an b-unification problem r = rl U r2, a compositional characterization of the 
set of all b-unifiers of r is given in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Let r = Fl u r2, 01 = Q&r,) and 02 = %g(r2). Then %8(F) = 
01 ils 02. 
We note that it is much more complex to evaiuate fis than the much simpler oper- 
ation fi. However, equational parallel composition can be redefined in terms of ‘most 
general’ unifiers in the case of finitary theories, for which the solutions to an 8- 
unification problem r can always be represented by a complete and minimal finite set 
~“~~(~) of (maximally general) b-unifiers, which is unique up to equivalence [3X]. 
Equational theories which are of finitary uni$catiun type play an important role in 
logic programming with equality [23]. In general, the unification type of an equational 
theory is undecidable. On the other hand, for a finitary theory the minimality require- 
ment is often too strong, since an algorithm which generates a superset of ,@&r) 
may be far more efficient than a minimal one and hence sometimes preferable, In the 
following section, we will show that we can still work with ordinary parallel com- 
position fi when we consider the class of (level-)canonical equational theories, for 
which the problem of &‘-unification reduces to ordinary (syntactic) unification plus 
narrowing [20]. 
4. Compositional conditional narrowing 
In this section we present a compositional structured operational semantics for our 
language. Following the standard efinitions, what we observe about a goal + g in a 
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program 8 is the success et. We describe the success et of a goal, i.e. the set of the 
computed answer substi~tions co~esponding to all successful na~owing derivations, 
by a formal operational semantics B : Goal +-+ @(Szlb), based on a transition relation, 
which associates a set of substitutions with a goal. 
Basic (conditional) narrowing is a restricted form of (conditional) narrowing where 
only terms at basic occurrences are considered to be narrowed [20,30]. Informally, 
a basic occurrence is a nonvariable occurrence of the original goal or one that was 
introduced into the goal by the nonvariable part of the right-hand side or the condition 
of a rule applied in a preceeding narrowing step. The idea behind the concept of basic 
is to avoid narrowing steps on subterms that are introduced by instantiation. Basic 
conditional narrowing is a complete method for solving equations in the theory defined 
by a level-canonical conditional term rewriting system [30], and has been proposed as 
the operational model of equational logic programs in 1191. In the rest of this paper, 
we assume the level-canonical CTRS L4! to be fixed. 
We formulate basic conditional narrowing according to the partition of equational 
goals into a skeleton and an environment part, as in [19]. The skeleton part is a set of 
equations g and the environment part is a substitution 8. Substitutions are composed 
in the environment part, but are not applied to the equations in the skeleton part, as 
opposed to ordinary (unrestricted) narrowing (cf. Section 2). Due to this representation, 
the basic occurrences in gt7 are all in g, whereas the nonbasic occurrences are all in 
the codomain of 0. This ensures that no narrowing step will reduce any expression 
brought by a substitution computed in a previous step. The calculus is defined as a 
transition system (State, 4) whose transition relation -+ C State x State formalizes the 
computation steps [33]. We define the basic conditional narrowing relation + as the 
smallest relation satisfying 
A basic conditional narrowing derivation is a sequence of states si -w, s2 + . . . , 
where si G (+ gi, 0,) is the ith state in the sequence. 
Based on this transition system, we define the operational semantics of an equational 
goal -+ g in the CTRS L% U (x = x -+ true +) by the (nonground) set (success 
set) 
We often write a(-+ g) instead of @a(+ g) when L%! is understood. 
We want to give a compositional description of the answers computed by a goal. Our 
aim is to formulate a compositional calculus based on basic conditional narrowing. In- 
formally, we consider the basic strategy here because, in order to prove the equivalence 
between the (standard) operational semantics and its compositional version, we need 
the standard semantics to be compositional w.r.t. the AND operator. It is easy to prove 
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that this condition holds for basic conditional narrowing. The next theorem shows that 
the standard success set semantics 6’ is compositional w.r.t. the AND operator. 2 
Theorem 4.1. O(-+ gl,g2) = O(+ gl) 9 O(cl 92). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 heavily depends on the fact we are dealing with the basic 
strategy. We note that this result does not hold for ordinary (unrestricted) narrowing, 
i.e. ordinary narrowing is not compositional using the parallel composition operator 9. 
Roughly speaking, what is wrong with ordinary narrowing is the fact that it transfers 
terms from the substitution part into the goal, thus introducing narrowing steps (at non- 
basic positions) that might not be proven when the subgoals are solved independently. 
The following example illustrates this point. 
Example 2. Let 9i? be the following program: 
9={ z@(O)) + 0 + 
z(one(X)) + 0 += 
one(O) + s(0) =+ 
one(Q)) --t one(X) * }, 
and consider the goal e= g c + (gt,g2) E + (X = s(O), z(X) = 0). Then there 
exists the following (ordinary) narrowing derivation: 
-+ (X = S(O), z(X) = 0) txjOZY)) + (one(y) = s(O), 0 = 0) ‘2) 
-+= (s(0) = s(O), 0 = 0) G * (true, 0 = 0) A * true 
with computed answer substitution 0 = {X/one(O)}. However, since the goal -+ gt = 
+ X = s(0) only computes the substitution {X/s(O)}, the solution 0 cannot be obtained 
from the (syntactic) composition of the computed answers substitutions of + gt and 
+ 92. Note that basic conditional narrowing does not compute the answer substitution 
{X/one(O)} for the goal + g. 
Now we are ready to give a compositional characterization of the operational seman- 
tics of equational Horn programs in a style similar to that of [32] for logic programs. 
Definition 4.2 (Compositional conditional narrowing). We define compositional con- 
ditional narrowing as a transition system (State,H) whose transition relation H 
C State x State is the smallest relation which satisfies 
(1) 
24 E O(e) A (A -+ p x= C) < 92 A 0 = mgu({e~,e = A}) 
(-+ {e), 0) H (* {ebl,) u C, w 
2 Here we do not consider the problem of the independent ‘standardization apart’ of the parallel computations 
for 91 and 92 which might cause the clash of variables in the operational semantics of the parallel subgoals. 
For solutions to this problem, we refer to [9,36]. 
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Roughly speaking, in the computation model formalized by the transition system 
above, all equations in the equational goal to be solved are reduced at the same time. 
Then, the substitutions resulting from these local computations are combined by means 
of the operator of paralleE eo~positi~n to obtain the global result of the computation. 
Example 3. Let .S! be the program of Example 2 and consider the goal += g S+ (FV = 
one(Y), z(Y) = 0). Then there exists the following compositional narrowing derivation: 
(* (W = one(Y), z(Y) =0),&j k-b (-e (W = one(X), 0 = O),{Y/s(O),X/O}) 
(using rule 2) 
(since (+ FF = one(Y),~) H (+ W = one(X), {Y/s(X)}) (using rule 1) and 
(+ z(Y) = 0,~) H (+ 0 = O,{Y/.r(O)}) (using rule 1) and 
{Y/s(X)] h {Y/~(O)] = {Yls(O),x/OI $fai0 
(+= (W = one(X), 0 = 0), { Y/s(O),X/O}) ++ (+ W = s(O), (Y/s(O),X/O}} 
(using rule 2) 
(since (+= W = one(X), { Y/~(O),X/O}) )--) (-+ W = s(O), { Y/s(O),X/O}) 
(using rule 1) and 
(+ 0 = 0, {Y/$0),X/O}) H (=+= true, {Y/s(O),X/O}) (using rule 1)) 
(+ JV = s(O), {Y/$0),x/O]) H -+ true, { Y/s(O),X/O, W/s(O)}) (using rule 1) ( 
with computed answer substi~tion 8 = { Y/.s(O), ~/~(O)}. 
The computation model formalized in Definition 4.2 could be taken as a basis for 
an AND-parallel computation model of equational Horn programs. We note that the 
model has not been devised to achieve maximal parallelism in the sense that not all 
redexes in a given goal are allowed to perform one narrowing step independently. 
Namely, redexes which occur in a same equation are not reduced in parallel, while 
they could. To overcome this lack, it suffices to introduce the following Jattening rule, 
which preserves the reachable solutions 
(3) 
eEg I\ tie&e) i\xisanewvariable 
(+ 9,@> k (-+= (g - IeI) U {44) U Iq, = XI,@ 
provided that both el, and e[xlU contain at least one function symbol [31]. Note that 
we need not determine the level of granularity [26] (as it neither affects correctness 
nor completeness); this we consider to be an implementation issue that could enable 
(more) effective parallelizations. 
Our approach differs from other AND-parallel execution models, such as e.g. [26], 
where subexpressions are only narrowed in parallel if they are independent, i.e. if they 
do not share (unbound) variables. A ‘need-driven’ synchronization model is imposed 
which compels processes to wait for the value of a parallel subexpression if such a 
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value is needed. In [25], a dependent AND-parallel execution model is exploited, but 
the imposed synchronization mechanisms produce too much overhead. 
A new operational semantics of an equational goal + g in the CTRS W U {x = x -+ 
true e=} can now be defined: 
Definition 4.3. Lo’(+ g) = {OI~~,.(~) 1 (+= g,a) H* (-+ true,O)}. 
The new success set semantics Co’ is compositional w.r.t. the AND operator. Formally, 
Theorem 4.4. O’(-+ g1,g2) = Lo/(-+ gl) fi O’(+ 92). 
The following result states that the compositional conditional semantics and the 
standard basic conditional semantics coincide. The correspondence is restricted to suc- 
cesses, namely to the substitutions computed by all successfully terminating 
derivations. 
Corollary 4.5. Lo( -+ g) = O’( * g). 
As a consequence of Corollary 4.5, every solution found by basic conditional nar- 
rowing is found by compositional (basic) conditional narrowing as well. Hence, we 
have the following corollary for level-canonical systems. 
Corollary 4.6 (Completeness). Let Q be a level-canonical equational Horn theory. 
The set 6’(+ g) is a complete set of Q-unijiers of g. 
We note that, by forcing the join of the parallel solutions every time that all equa- 
tions in the goal have performed a single step independently, the compositional exe- 
cution model formalized by Definition 4.2 might not couch all the exploitable AND- 
parallelism. Corollary 4.5 suggests that many different computation schemes are pos- 
sible. For instance, we can solve in parallel all (sub-)goals, joining the AND-parallel 
(sub-)goals when the (sub-)goals are completely solved, instead of forcing the synchro- 
nization of the AND-parallel branches at every single reduction step. In the following 
section, we show how this execution scheme can be efficiently exploited for program 
analysis. 
5. Abstract basic conditional narrowing 
Abstract interpretation is a theory of semantic approximation which is used to pro- 
vide statically sound answers to some questions about the run-time behavior of pro- 
grams [8]. The ‘concrete’ data and semantic operators are approximated and replaced 
by corresponding ‘abstract’ data and operators. The ‘answers’ obtained by using the 
abstract data and operators have to be proven sound by exploiting the correspondence 
with the concrete data and operators. In this section, we recall the framework of 
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abstract interpretation for analysis of equational unsatisfiability we defined in [2]. Then 
we extend this framework by defining a compositional abstract semantics which safely 
approximates the observables. 
Our analysis of unsatisfiability is an abstraction of the transition system semantics 
for basic conditional narrowing we have introduced in Section 4. We first recall the 
abstract domains and the associated abstract operators together with some previous 
results concerning them. 
5.1. Abstract domains and operators 
Some of the definitions at the beginning of this section are already in [2] and 
are reported for completeness. A difference with respect to [2] is that we present 
Definition 5.8 as parametric with respect to a functional dependency graph (or loop- 
check). The corresponding definition in [2] is an instance for the specific dependency 
graph considered there. 
A description is the association of an abstract domain (D, <) (a poset) with a 
concrete domain (E, <) (a poset). When E = Eqn, E = Sub or E = State, the descrip- 
tion is called an equation description, a substitution description or a state description, 
respectively. The correspondence between the abstract and concrete domain is estab- 
lished through a monotonic ‘concretization’ function y : D + @E [7]. We say that d 
approximates e, written d 0: e, iff e E y(d). The approximation relation can be lifted 
to relations and cross products as usual [7]. 
We approximate the behavior of a CTRS and initial state by an abstract transition 
system which can be viewed as a finite transition graph with nodes labelled by state 
descriptions, where transitions are proved by (abstract) narrowing reduction [2]. State 
descriptions consist of a set of equations with substitution descriptions. The descrip- 
tions for equations, substitutions and term rewriting systems are defined as follows. By 
abuse of notation, we denote in the same way a preorder and the corresponding partial 
ordering induced on the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation associated with 
the preorder. 
Definition 5.1 (Term, equation poset). By F = (z(CUV), G), we denote the standard 
domain of (equivalence classes of) terms ordered by the standard partial order d 
induced by the preorder on terms given by the relation of being ‘more general’. Let _L 
be an irreducible symbol, where I 6 C. Let Z d = (T(CUVU{_L}),~) be the domain 
of terms over the signature augmented by I (abstract terms), where the partial order 
3 is defined as follows: 
(a) ‘dt E rd.1 3 t and t 3 t and 
(b) Vst ,..., sn,si ,..., s: E Fd,VfJn E C. s: 5 sl A... Ask 3 s, + f(s{ ,..., s;) 5 
f(s1 ,...,&I) 
This order can be extended to (abstract) equations: s’ = t’ 3 s = t iff s’ 3 s and t’ 3 t 
and to (abstract) sets of equations S,S’: 
S’ 3 S iff Ve’ E S’3e E S such that e’ 3 e. Note that S’ 3 true + S’ E true. 
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Roughly speaking, we introduce the special symbol I in the abstract domains to 
represent any concrete term. Logically, I stands for an existentially quantified variable 
[2,28,29]. Define [TSI = S’, where the n-tuple of occurrences of I in S is replaced 
by an n-tuple of existentially quantified fresh variables in S’. 
The following proposition shows how the preorder 5 defined on the set of abstract 
equation sets and the implication ordering d defined on Eqn relate. 
Proposition 5.2 (Alpuente et al. [2]). Let S,S’ be two abstract equation sets s. t. S’ 5 
S. Then ES’] <ES], that is, ESJ + [IS’]. 
Definition 5.3 (Abstract substitution). An abstract substitution is a set of the form 
{x$1, . . ,x,,/t,,} where, for each i = 1 , . . . , n, x, is a distinct variable in V not occurring 
in any of the terms tl, . . , tn and ti E z(Z U V U {I}). The preorder on abstract 
substitutions can be given as logical implication: let 8, K E Sub&, K 3 8 iff [f@ + I[Q. 
Let us introduce the abstract domains which we will use in our analysis. 
Definition 5.4 (Term, equation, substitution, state description). Let .Y = (r(C u V), 
<) and Yd = (r(C U V U {I}), 5). The term description is (Fd,y, F) where 
y : Fd -+ p 5 is defined by: y(t’) = {t E F ) t’ 5 t}. 
Let Eqn be the set of finite sets of equations over r(C U V) and Eqnd be the set of 
finite sets of equations over r(C U V U {I}). The equation description is ((Eqnd, d), 
y, (Eqn, < )), where y : Eqnd + P Eqn is defined by: y(g’) = {g E Eqn ) g’ 3 
g and g is unquantified }. 
Let Sub be the set of substitutions over T(CU V) and Sub& be the set of substitutions 
over r(C U V U {I}). The substitution description is ((Sub&, d), y, (Sub, <)), where 
y : Sub& + P Sub is defined by: Y(K) = { 6’ E SublK 3 O}. 
Define the abstract state domain Stated induced by Eqn,d and Sub& to be Stated = 
{(-+ g, ~4 Ig E &w> rc E Sub.d). 
An abstract term rewriting system is a finite set of abstract reduction rules of the 
form (2 -+ p e C), I E r(C U V), p E z(C U V U {I}), I $’ V, Vu@) & Var(A) and 
C E Eqnd. We let Ctrs.d denote the set of abstract term rewriting systems. 
In the following, we formalize the idea that abstract narrowing reduction approxi- 
mates narrowing reduction by replacing concrete states, unification and term rewriting 
systems with abstract states, abstract unification and abstract term rewriting systems. 
We define the abstract most general unifier for an equation set E’ E Eqn& as follows. 
First replace all occurrences of I in E’ by existentially quantified fresh variables. Then 
take a solved form of the resulting quantified equation set and finally replace the ex- 
istentially quantified variables again by 1. Formally: let 3yi . . .3y,.E = soZue([E’]) 
and K = { yi/-L,. . . , y,/_L}. Then mgu&E’) = sub(Eh-). 
Example 4. Let E = {f(X,X) = f(Y,_L), X = a}. Then, mgu,&E) = {X/a, Y/a}. 
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We now extend the notion of parallel composition from substitutions to abstract 
substitutions by replacing unification by abstract unification. 
Definition 5.5. Let K~,IC~ E Sub&. We define the abstract parallel composition $d: 
Sub& x Sub& + Sub& by: 
It is straightforward to show that abstract parallel composition is idempotent, com- 
mutative, associative and has a null element fail and an identical element E. fid can 
be lifted to sets of abstract substitutions in the obvious way. 
Our notion of abstract term rewriting system is parametric with respect to a loop- 
check, i.e. a finite graph of functional dependencies built from the equational theory, 
which helps to recognize the narrowing derivations which definitely terminate. The 
purpose of a loop-check is to reduce the search space to end up with a finite search 
space. 
Definition 5.6 (Loop-check). A loop-check is a graph 9’~ associated with a term re- 
writing system W, i.e. a relation consisting of a set of pairs of terms, such that: (1) 
The transitive closure Sk is decidable, and (2) There is a function t” = t’ which assigns 
to a term t some node t’ in $9 such that, if there is an infinite sequence: 
(+ 90,~o) -+ (* 91,h) -+ ... 
then 
220. (Q,:) E S&, where ti = elUOi, e E gi and u E O(e). 
(We refer to (t3.,;) as a ‘cycle’ of 99.) 
A loop-check can be thought of as a sort of ‘oracle’ whose usefulness in proving 
the termination of basic narrowing derivations is stated in the following. 
Remark 5.7. Let B be a term rewriting system and ‘9% be a loop-check for B. If there 
is no cycle in 99, then every basic conditional narrowing derivation for W terminates. 
To illustrate our definition, we consider a simple example here. 
Example 5. Let 9 = {X + 0 + X +, X + s(Y) + s(X + Y) +} and define i = t’ 
the (partial) function which, given a graph, assigns to a term t some node t’ in the 
graph such that t’ unifies with t, if there is some such node. Variables are implicitly 
renamed to be disjoint. Then the graph 9 = {(X + s(Y),X + s(Y))} is a loop-check 
for 9. 
Most papers on loop-checking consider the application of loop-checks at run-time. 
Static loop-checks have not received that much attention yet. Refs. [6,35] consider a 
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graph of terms which allows the detection of some loops in the search tree which do not 
lead to any solution. The graphs are built using information about the equations being 
narrowed as well as the reduction rules being used for narrowing. In the following we 
show how a loop-check which does not depend on the equation set to be solved can be 
used to obtain a form of (compiled) abstract program which always terminates and in 
which the semantics of a given goal can be approximated safely. A CTRS is abstracted 
by simplifying the right-hand side and the body of each rule. This definition is given 
inductively on the structure of terms and equations. The main idea is that terms which 
are mapped to a cycle of the loop-check are drastically simplified by replacing them 
by 1. This enforces termination. 
Definition 5.8 (Abstract term rewriting system). Let !?4? be a CTRS. Let 939 be a 
loop-check for W. We define the abstraction of W using 239 as follows: 
9d = {J. 4 sh(p) + s/r(C) 11 -+ p + C E 93’) (we also write Bd 0; B?), where 
the shell &r(x) of an expression x is defined inductively: 
I 
x if x E V, 
f(sh(tl), . . . ,A(&)) if x = f(tl,. . . , tk) and (g,;) $ 59&, 
s/z(x) = sh(Z)=sh(r) if x = (I = r), 
Nei),...,sh(e,) if x = ei,...,e,, 
I otherwise. 
Example 6 (Continued from Example 5). The abstraction of W using the loop-check 
9 is: 92~={(x+O-+X+, X+s(Y)+s(l-)*}. 
In the following definition, we consider sets of CTRSs defined over a fixed signature 
C and we see a CTRS as a finite set of rules. Thus, CTRSs can be ordered by set 
inclusion. We define the term rewriting system description as follows. 
Definition 5.9. Let (Ctrs, 2) be the poset of term rewriting systems and (Ctrs,, 2) be 
the poset of abstract term rewriting systems ordered by set inclusion. The abstract term 
rewriting system description is ((Ctrsd, 2), y,(Ctrs, Z)), where y : Ctrsd -+ @(Ctrs) 
is defined by 
y(B_$$) = {W E ctm 1 (A --f p& x== C,) E a, A p&f = sh(p) A c, = sh(C)A 
(A -+ p -e C) E a}. 
We give an example which can help to understand these definitions and motivates the 
remainder of the section. Let us introduce the auxiliary function LtJ, which inductively 
replaces by a fresh variable any term whose outermost symbol is not an irreducible 
function symbol, i.e. 
c( LtiJ,. . . , L&J) 
ltl = { y 
if t = c(tl,. . . , tk) and c E %‘, 
otherwise, where y is a fresh variable. 
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The following definition introduces a particular case of dependency graph 9~ that is 
‘induced’ by a term rewriting system 9. Then we show that La, is a loop-check. 
Another different, less accurate, loop-check can be found in [2]. 
Definition 5.10. Let 9 be a CTRS. The following transformation defines a directed 
graph Yg of functional dependencies induced by B. Define t = f( LtiJ , . . , L&J ) if 
t = f(t1,. . .) t,). To build Yg, the algorithm starts with (B,Q)) and applies the infer- 
ence rules as long as they add new arrows. The symbol U stands for set union. 
(1) 
r = (A -+ p e C) < 9 
(W,9g) - (B - {r},Y, U (A2 t I(t = plu A 24 E G(p)) or 
(t = elu A e E C A u E (o(e) - {A}))}) 
(2) (A 2 r) E 9% A (2 -5 r’) E 9% A r ? i’ 
M’, 3,) - (W,Sye u {r 1: 2)) 
Termination of this calculus is ensured since the number of terms occurring in the 
rules in 9 is finite. Roughly speaking, in Definition 5.10, for each rule (A -+ p + C) 
in W and for each term f(tl, . . . , t,, ) occurring in p or in C, rule ( 1) adds an arrow 
1 2 f( lt1 J ,..., L&j) to 9%. Rule (2) dd a s an arrow Y : i’ between the right-hand 
side r of an arrow 2 3 r in 9~ and the left-hand side 2’ of each arrow 1’ 3 r’ with 
which r unifies. In the following, --f * denotes a path in the graph that may contain 
arrows 3 and arrows 3. Note that .Yg associates a path with every basic narrowing 
derivation issued from a given goal and that it does not require the inspection of the 
equation set to be solved, as opposed to [6]. 
Also note that 9% consists of the graph of top symbols in [2] when 7 (t”) is defined 
as the function 3 = f if t = f(tl,. . . , t,). In general, & expresses more fine-grained 
representations of the recursive structure in a program. Our notion of loop-check 9% 
resembles that of the U-graphs [41] of pure logic programming, which differ from the 
standard predicate dependency graphs in the sense that unification is also taken into 
account [lo]. U-graphs contain a node for each call (each atom) in the program, and 
also contain two types of arrows: clause arrows and unification arrows. There is a 
clause arrow from atom H to atom B, if H is the head of a clause and B is a body 
atom of the same clause. There is an unification arrow from atom B to atom H if B is 
a body atom which (after renaming) unifies with the head H of another (or the same) 
clause. 
The following proposition shows that the induced dependency graph 9% is a loop- 
check. 
Proposition 5.11. Let 6%’ be a CTRS and 9, be the graph of terms induced by 92. 
Then 99 is a loop-check. 
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h(O) R [~,f---l 
r, l(X) --J----f(O) 
/(c(X)) 7i e R c(X) -L, s(X)11 !dc(X)) 
Fig. 1. Graph of functional dependencies 
Example 7. Let us consider the following level-canonical CTRS B! and its abstraction 
B&4. 
.!?a={ g&d = { 
rl) h(0) -+ 0. rid) h(0) + 0. 
r2) f(0) -+ 0. r2d) f(O) -+ 0. 
r3) f(cW) + c(f(W) -+ g(X) =X. r3.d) f(c(W) + c(i) + g(x) =X. 
r4) g(c(X)) + c(x). 1 r&f) g(c(W) -+ c(X). 1 
We depict in Fig. 1 the dependency graph induced by 9. There is a cycle f(X) +* 
f(X) +* . . . in the graph. 
5.2. Abstract compositional narrowing 
Now we are ready to formalize an abstract compositional operational semantics. We 
first introduce abstract (basic) narrowing. 
In the sequel, for e E Eqnd, we let b(e) denote the set of the occurrences u of e 
s.t. el, $! (V U {I}). 
Definition 5.12. Let 9d be an abstract CTRS. We define abstract (basic) narrowing as 
a transition system (State&,--r&) whose transition relation +.~l C State,& x State,d is 
defined as the smallest relation satisfying: 
The following definition formalizes the abstract basic narrowing semantics for the 
success set. 
Definition 5.13 (Abstract semantics). 
hz,(+ 9) = {yvk+j I (+ 9, E) -+> (e= true, K)}. 
The main purpose of introducing abstract basic narrowing here is to suggest a mech- 
anism for the static analysis of the run-time behavior of programs. We now establish 
some preliminary results that clarify our interest in abstract basic narrowing reduction. 
The following theorem can be proven as an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3 of 
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[2]. It basically states that in the abstract computations no solutions are lost, that is, 
each concrete computed answer is still ‘represented’ by a more general answer in the 
abstract semantics. 
Theorem 5.14. Let Bd c( 93 and g’ c( g. Then, for every solution B E O&e g) there 
exists K E Aa,(+ g’) such that K 0: 8. 
Abstract narrowing computes, for a given goal and a program, a description of a 
superset of the computed answers. Therefore, if the superset is empty, then the goal 
fails w.r.t. the program. Our analysis of unsatisfiability is formalized in the following 
theorem. 
Corollary 5.15. If Aye&(+ g) = 0, then g is unsatisjable in B. 
The following theorem basically states that abstract narrowing is compositional w.r.t. 
the AND operator. 
Theorem 5.16. &A+ gl,gd = &,A+ sl) I?& &,(* 92). 
This theorem suggests the following method to extend abstract basic narrowing to a 
compositional rule. 
Definition 5.17. Let %?d be an abstract CTRS. We define abstract compositional (basic) 
narrowing as a transition system (State,d, H&) whose transition relation H& C Stute~d x 
Stated is defined as the smallest relation satisfying: 3 ’ 4 
(e= Bl,K) H> (--+ true, K hd Kl) A (+ 92, K) H$ (e= true, K *a’ K2)A 
(1) 
K’ = (K, fi& K2) A K’ $ fail 
(+ (91,92),K) +-I/ (-+ @%K hd k”) 
(-+ {e}, K) --+a! (* 9’3 K’) 
(2) (* {e>,K) H.d (* d,K’) 
(3) select don’t care (3.1) or (3.2): 
(3 1) (* 9, K) -& (+ 9’> K’) (+ S>x) ‘--+II (* b“) 
(e 9, K) H& (+ 9’, K’) (3’2) (+ g,K) ++& (+ g’,K’) 
Roughly speaking, the calculus in Definition 5.17 basically considers two cases: the 
equation set g is a singleton or not. In the first case (rule (2)), abstract compositional 
3 For the sake of simplicity, in rules (3.1) and (3.2), 9 is not singleton and, in rule (l), .gl and 92 denote 
non empty equation sets. 
4 An implementation of rule (3) could always choose rule (3.1), or rule (3.2), or it could select arbitrarily 
one of them (but not the other) at each step. 
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narrowing just proceeds like abstract basic narrowing (-+d). In the case when g has 
more than one equations (rule (3)), g can be narrowed using abstract basic narrowing, 
or it can be split two ways, and each of the separate subgoals g1 and g2 can be solved 
independently (using the auxiliary arrow +-I/, rule (1)). The following propositions 
show the soundness and completeness of the compositional abstract narrower. 
Proposition 5.18 (Soundness). If (+ g, rc) ~2 (-+ g’, K’) then (+= g, K) -+2 
(* 9’3 Jc’). 
Proposition 5.19 (Completeness). rf (+ g, K) --+> (* true,Ic’) then (+ g, K) H:~ 
(+ t?‘Uf?, K’). 
Using these results, the compositionality of abstract basic narrowing can be easily 
lifted to the case of abstract compositional narrowing. The following result expresses 
this more formally. 
Corollary 5.20. Let dk,d(+ g) = {IC~~~,.~~~ ( (+ g,E) H,> (+ true,rc)}. Then 
Ne,,(+ 91,92) = &%,c+ Sl> h&d &(+ 92). 
As a consequence of Propositions 5.18 and 5.19, the analysis for a specific goal (the 
abstract meaning of a goal) can be determined by exploiting the AND-compositionality 
of the basic narrowing semantics and its abstract version. In Section 6 we will formalize 
the idea that the compositionality of the abstract semantics w.r.t. the union of b- 
unification problems, as established in Theorem 5.16 and Corollary 5.20, provides for 
incrementality when dealing with constraint satisfaction problems in the framework of 
constraint logic programming, where sets of constraints are incrementally added to a 
solver. 
6. Incremental equational analyzer 
In the context of constraint logic programming [ 18,221, incremental search consists 
of proving the solvability of a sequence of constraint problems by transforming the 
existing solution to each previously solved problem into a solution to the next prob- 
lem [40]. 
When dealing with equational constraints [ 11, the tests of solvability can be extremely 
redundant. Termination is not even guaranteed. In [2] we propose a lazy resolution 
procedure [ 181 which incorporates an analysis of unsatisfiability which allows us to 
avoid some useless computations. To achieve efficiency, the analyses also need to be 
incremental, that is, when adding a new equation set C to an already tested set c of 
constraints, the analysis should not start checking the accumulated constraint cUC from 
scratch. In this section, we formulate an incremental algorithm for analyzing the unsat- 
isfiability of equation sets within a constraint setting [l]. The kernel of the algorithm 
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is the calculus of abstract compositional (basic) narrowing reduction as formulated in 
Section 5. 
We assume that constraints monotonically grow as long as the computation proceeds, 
and the question we consider is how to deal efficiently with the test of unsatisfiability 
for the accumulated constraints as long as new equations are added. 
Definition 6.1 (Incremental constraint satisfaction problem). Let CO, cl, Cl,. . . , c,, C, 
be constraints, where ci = ci-1 UC,. The incremental constraint satisfaction problem 
consists of (efficiently) checking the (un)satisfiability of ci by using some information 
from the computations of CO,. . . , ci-1 , i = 1,. . . , n. 
The idea here is to compute the abstract success set of + c UC by combining the 
sets A,Q(x= c) (d&,d(+ c)) and d,g,d(+ C) (d&.d(+ C)) which describe the successes 
of + c and + Z, respectively. 
We define an incremental Equational Analyzer (iEA) as follows. 
Definition 6.2. An iEA-state is a pair (c, O), where c is a set of equations and 0 is a 
set of abstract substitutions. The empty iEA-state is (@,@I ).
Definition 6.3 (iEA transition relation Li& 
We note that, if the accumulated abstract success set 0’ = 0 then CUE is unsatisfiable 
by Corollary 5.15. Our strategy proves the unsatisfiability of CUE, or it builds the (non- 
empty) abstract success set d~,~(+ c U E), as stated by: 
Theorem 6.4. Let c be a constraint and @ = 
1. if a transition (c, 0) 5j& (c UC, 0’) 
2. if a transition (c, 0) 5iE,j (c U Z,@) 
unsatisjiable. 
Aa,, ((;: c) # 0. Then, 
is proven, then 0’ = A,g,(+ c U C); 
is proven, then the constraint c U C is 
We note that the computed abstract answer set A%,(+ c U C) can be used to guide 
the final execution of a ‘full’ narrower which can find the concrete solutions and 
possibly recognize the unsatisfiability not detected by this lazy procedure, as described 
in [3]. 
6.1. Performance results 
The concepts presented regarding compositionality can be used in practice to obtain 
speedups with respect to the original, nonincremental, execution. The analysis above 
has been implemented in Prolog and tested on several programs with good results. To 
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demonstrate this point empirically, in this section we present actual run-times for a 
simple benchmark (parity/l). 
x+0 --+x += 
x + s(Y) +s(X + Y) += 
parity(X) --f even +x=Y+Y 
Table 1 gives execution times for the program running on a prototype sequential imple- 
mentation and its optimized, incremental, version. We have not tried with the parallel 
interpreter yet. In order to test the relative performance of incremental and nonincre- 
mental analysis, we timed the analysis adding the equations one by one. That is, the 
analysis was first run for the first equation of each constraint benchmark. Then the next 
equation was added and the resulting accumulated constraint (re-)analyzed. The total 
time involved in this process is given in Table 1 by ICAn, for the case of incremental 
analysis, and by CAn, for the case of restarting the analysis from scratch every time 
an equation is added. We compare the time performances of the incremental vs. the 
nonincremental analyzers. The column Speedup (CAn/ICAn) shows the speedup ob- 
tained by incremental analysis. Given the current naive implementation, the speedups 
are quite encouraging. If the incrementality was exploited, our interpreter was able to 
achieve up to 95% gain in efficiency. The time in the second column (ICAn) is the 
result of the sum of the time in the third and fourth columns: AbNar (time of Abstract 
Narrowing) and APCom (time of Abstract Parallel Composition) plus some extratime 
for some simplification rules which are only relevant for the implementation. 
7. Conclusion and further research 
The contribution of this paper is twofold. We have presented a formal composi- 
tional semantics for the success set of equational logic programs which is suitable 
for AND-parallel implementations. We have then shown that this semantics leads to 
compositional analyses and have given an example of an enhanced analysis of unsat- 
isfiability which is suitable for theories where equations are considered as constraints. 
The approach which we have taken is of general interest. In particular it applies to 
any kind of analysis where we look for properties which are satisfied by all (or some) 
success paths. For specific analyses, it will be necessary to provide the appropriate ab- 
stract domains and approximation of the term rewriting system. A groundness analysis 
which follows the approach proposed here is defined in [3]. 
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Table I 
Incremental vs. Nonincremental constraint analyzer times (sets, using BIM-Prolog, SUN 3180) 
Constraints CAn ICAn AbNar APCom Speedup 
2 = 0, parity(X) = even 0.52 0.54 0.42 0.00 
Y + z = G(O) 3.38 1.62 0.62 0.86 
y=x+z 10.62 5.24 0.44 4.76 2 
parity(X) = even 0.42 0.42 0.30 0.00 
parity(Y) = even 3.88 2.80 0.32 1.20 
x + Y = G(O) 18.24 3.44 0.44 2.92 5.3 
parity(X) = even 0.40 0.40 0.28 0.00 
Y = s(O), z = x + Y 3.78 1.52 0.46 0.66 
x + z = G(O) 26.36 4.44 fail 5.9 
x + Y = 8(O) 0.72 0.72 0.54 0.00 
parity(X) = even 3.66 2.10 0.32 1.46 
parity(Y) = even 19.48 3.64 0.30 2.62 5.34 
parity(X) = parity(Y) 3.62 3.66 2.30 0.00 
x + Y = s(Z) 23.18 12.00 0.46 9.52 
z=o 20.26 1.14 fail 17.8 
Note: CAn Constraint Analyzer. ICAn Incremental Constraint Analyzer. AbNar Abstract Narrowing. APCom 
Abstract Parallel Composition. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix we give the proofs of the theorems we previously stated. In doing 
so, we will also state and prove a number of technical results. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3 
Proposition 3.3. Let r = rl u r2, O1 = %!w(~I) and 02 = %dr2). Then @dr) = 
01 $8 02. 
Proof. 
(c) Let 29 E e&r, u r2). Then 19 E e8(rl) = Ol and 6 E %g(rz) = 02. Thus 
?9EE$&ti~@lfiBO2. 
(2) Let 0 E Oi ht 02. Then, by Definition 3.2, 381 E Oi,382 E 02 such that 
0 E a&(& U &). Since 
~ESV&) =deB(r,) 
0 E u~G&) =+ 0E wr2) 
then 8 E q8(T1 u r2). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need some technical lemmata. 
Lemma A.1 (Lassez et al. [27] and Palamidessi [32]). Let 81, 82 be idempotent sub- 
stitutions. Then 
6, T1_ 892 = 81mgu(&6,) = l9*mgu(l9&). 
Lemma A.2. Let 8, a be idempotent substitutions. Then fI<(g 9 a). 
Proof. By Lemma A.l, 0 -fr CJ = gmgu(68) > 8. 0 
Lemma A.3. Let 0, g be idempotent substitutions. If Vur(o) n Dam(g) = 0 then 
8 9 c7 = ga. 
Proof. We have the following equalities. 
g*a = (by Lemma A.l) 
gmgu(r33) = (since VW(O) n Dam(B) = 0) 
gmgu(c?) = (since cr is idempotent) 
80. 0 
Lemma A.4 Let 0, 8’ be idempotent substitutions. Then 0 68’ + ed’ = &I#‘. 
Proof. Since 06 0’ then there exists y such that 0’ = By. Hence egg’ = eg& = egy = 
eg’. 0 
Lemma AS. Let e be a set of equations and 0 be an idempotent substitution. Then 
mgu(eg) = mgu(mT(e)g). 
Proof. mgu(eg) = mgu(e A B)Iv~~(~) = mgu(m=(e) A m~(B))~~~,ceI = mgu(mT(e)g). 
0 
Lemma A.6. 
(* (91,92),4 -+* (+ s’,4 ifj’ 
(+ gl,a) -+* (* g{,4) and (-+ g2,4 --+* (* &h), 
8 = 0, fi 02 $ fail and g’ = g{ u gi. 
Proof. 
(+) Let (-c= (g1,g2),rr) = (-c= hl,atil) -+ ... -+ (+ h,,a29,) -yf (+ g’,ag), (6, z 
E). The proof is done by induction on the length n of the derivation. 
(n = 1) Straightforward. 
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Let us consider the inductive case. If (+= (gl ,g2), n} = (+ hl, ~81) -* . . ‘ + 
(+= h~,~~~) -+ ((: q’,~~~~} E (s= qrrcrO), then there exist (J. + p += C) << 92, e E 
h, and u E 6(e) such that 6 = mgu((l = e~uc&}) f fail and g’ = (h, - (e)) U 
{&l,) U C. 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
(+= 92,fl)=(+= 921~~~21)-+‘~ *M* (+= ~~,~~2~)~ (&I - e2I = c>, 
such that 8, = 191, $ i32k $6 fail and h, = gim U g2k. 
Since h, = gl, U g2k then e E glm or e E g2k. Let e E ql, (the case when e E g2k 
is perfectly anaIogous). It suEces to show that (+= ql~,~~~*~ - (+= q’,,o01} and 
0 = 81 $ ‘Ijfzk f fail and q’ = @i U g2k. 
Since mgu({r’, = e,~~(~~~ $ ~~~)~) = mga((2 = el,&)) = 6 $ fail, then 
6’ = mgu(jk = elu&fm)) $ fail. Therefore (-+ glm,c&m) -+ (G= q~,~~,~~‘~ s 
(+= g’;,aB,), where 01 = &,6’ and qi = (91, - {e}) U {e[p],} U C. Since 01 = 6,,6’ 
then 
The proof is done by induction on the sum n of the lengths of the d~~v~tions. 
(a = I) Straightfo~ard. 
Let us consider the inductive case. Since (+ glm,o&,,,) -+ (+== g:,o&,6), then there 
exist (2 -+ p += C) c=< 9, e f glm and u E (3(e) such that 6 = mgu({A = el,cr&,}) 
and g’t = (glm - ie>) U i&lu) U C. 
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By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a derivation (+ (gl, g2), a) -+* (e (glm, gi), 
4&m I’! %2>). Th en, it suffices to show that (+ (gt,,gi),a(t9,, j’r 02)) -+ 
(-+ (s;,&M%l h 82)). 
Since 
(81, ft %2)mgu({A = quc(fllm fi 02))) = (by Lemma A.2 and 
Lemma A.4) 
(81, h %2)mgu({l= qdb(~lm h %2))) = (by Lemma A.5) 
(61, h %2)mgu(@({~ = quc&mI)(&, I? %2)) = (by Lemma A.1) 
&, I? %2 h wu({A = e~u4mI) = 
291m* e2 h 6 = (by commutativity of $) 
f4rn II 6 iI %2 = (by Lemma A.3, since 
Var(G) n DOG = 0) 
(h?l@ h %2 
%I IT%2 JL fail, 
then 6 = mgu({J. = eluc(291m 9 %2)}) ffail, and thus (+ (glm,g~),~(&, h 02)) --+ 
(+ (g;,g;),a(61, Q 0,)s) = (=+ (gi,g;),a(& I? 02)), which is as desired. 0 
We let 1 9 ( denote the length of the derivation 9. We have the following property. 
Lemma A.7. Let g1 and g2 be nonempty equation sets and 9 E (+ (gl,g2),u) -+* 
(x= true,a%). Then there exist 91 s (+ g1,a) -A* (+ true,cr%l) and 92 E (e= 
92, cr) -N** (+ true,o%z), with % = 81 9 %2 $ fail, ) 9 ) > 1 91 ) and 1 9 I> 1 92 (. 
Proof. The proof is done along the lines of the proof of Lemma A.6. Routine. 0 
Now we can prove the desired result. 
Theorem 4.1. O(+ gl,g2) = O(-+ gl) t 6(--+ 92). 
Proof. The result is a particular case of Lemma A.6 for (T = E and gi E gk E true. 
0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 
To prove Theorem 4.4 we first need the following lemma. To simplify the proof we 
consider as many transitions (e= true, %) H (-+ true, 0) as needed. 
Lemma A.8. 
(+ (sl,92),~) wn (* g’,o%) 8 
(+ gl,o) d (* si,c%~) and(+ g2,4 H” (-+ c&0%2), 
% = 81 3 %2 $ fail and g’ = gi U gi. 
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Proof. 
(*) Let (-+ (g~,g~),~~ 5% (* hl,o&) t--) ... i--) (+ ~~,~~~) f--+ (6 g~~~~~~~ GE 
(* g’,~f% ($1 = E), and assume A, = Ui=r,...,k,, {et), k, > 1. The proof is done by 
induction on the length of the derivation, 
Let n = 1 and consider the sets It = {i 1 ei E gr } = {ii,. , . , im} and 12 = u / ej E 
92) = {A I... ,jp), 11 !z(l,...,k), 12 C{L..., k}, II nZ2 = 8 and 1, u12 = {l,..., k}, 
with k = kt. If (-+ (g~,g~),~) ++ (+= g’,o6) th en, by rules (I ) and (2) of De~nitio~ 
4.2, there exist (,I+ -+ pi += Ci) < sjt, ~j E 6(e,) and 6; = mgu((& = eijU,cr)) q& 
fail, i E (I,. ..,k} such that (+ {Q},Q) ++ (+ (ei]p<],) U Ci,O6i) G (+ ci,U&i), 
g’ = U,__t ,_,,, kci and fI = 61 9 . . . fi & f fail. Then, (+= gl,a) H (+= UiEl,~i,&t) z 
(-+ g:,o&) and (+= gz,o) k+ (e Uj~~,Ci,~@Z) E (* Q~,~~2}, 01 = &, II * *. h dim, 
#z = 8,j, a.. . fi Sj,, 81 $82 = 8 and g’ = g{ u gi. 
Now we consider the inductive case. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
Since Sj = mgu((& = eilu,m9,}) qz? fail and 13, = 191, fi 19~~ then there exist 8: = 
mQu((J4 = qu,&n}) f J‘ ‘1 al , i E 11 and 6: = mgu({li r= bi/u,GSz,}) $ fail, i E Zp_. 
Therefore, by an argument similar to the basic case, (+= gtn,cr&,f +-+ (+== g/l,(r61,6’j 
and (* g2~,~~2~} I---) (G= 96, ~~~~~“}, 6’ = Si, fi . . . fi S&, 6” = 25: fj 1. - Q t3Tp and 
9’ = g: ugs. 
Finally, we prove that (?itt,$‘) 9 (&,,S”) = 8,6. 
@W’) It (&n~“) = (by Lemma A.3, 
since Vcrr(6’)t-l 
~O~(~~~) = 0) 
@I, h 6’ h b92nw = (by Lemma A.3, 
since VaY( 8’) n 
Dom(&,,) = 0) 
81, It_ 6’ fi ?92n $4” = (by commutativity 
of II) 
@l, I? 82n It 6’ h 6” 
is, qj 6’ * 8’ = 
0, h @l, h . * ’ h aim 1 h c$: h . * It a,;, 1 
(B,h6;i)R,..t(d,itS;)B(~~h~~)?.-.A(29,B6::)-(byLemmaA.i) 
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= (by Lemma A.5) 
= 
= (by Lemmata A.2 
and A.4) 
ZZ 
= (by Lemma A.3, 
since Var(Gi) fl 
Dom(79,) = 0) 
and therefore the thesis follows. 
(*) Let {* Sl,O) = (+= gtl,&1) I-+ ... H (+ g1n.c&J ++ (+= g’l,c%b’) = 
(-+ g’l,crh) and (* g2,v) = (* g21,ghlJ H ... ++ (+ gzn,ofi2,$ ++ (+= g$,d2,6”) 
= (s= g~,a02),(t911 s 192~ E E), such that 81 fi 82 f fail, and assume gin = 
i;=t ,,,,, 4,,{ei}, g,a 1 and gzn = U,=j .,.p {eil, pn31. 
We prove the claim by induction’ on” the length of the derivations. 
Let i? = 1. It follows directly from Definition 4.2. 
Now we consider the inductive case. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist a 
derivation 
(+ (Sl>92)~~) +-+n-1 t-+ chg2n)>~(~In h @2nI). 
Then it suffkes to show that (+ (g~~,g2~),~(~1~ _ir 82n>) ++ (+ (g~,g~),~(~~ 15- 82)). 
If (+= gl,,~hJ H (-+ g{,olir,,8) then there exist (% + pi + Ci) << S?‘, Ui E 
O(ei), et E gin and 6; = mgu({& = eilU,&rn}) $ fail, i E (1,. ..,qn} such that 
(-+ {ei},o&,) H (-+ {ei[pilu,) U G,cfl~n&) = (-+ ~I,flfldl), S: = Ui=l,...,qnC: and 
6’ = S{ $ . . . fi ~3:~ $ fail. Analogously, if (x= gan, F&J t--$ (ti gi, CT&,$“) then there 
exist (ni -+ pi =+ Ci) < W, ui E O(ei), ei E gzn and 6; = mgu({& = e+Ia29zn)) $ 
fail, i E {l,..., pn} such that (+ {ei},&,) ++ ((: {+%I~~} U Cirafl2df’) = (+ 
c:/, O&SI’), g; = u = I 1 ,,,,, Pn~r and 6” = Sy fi . . . 9 ~5:~ $ fail. Assume that grn U 
gzn = Uj =,,.,., k ei. Now it is routine_ to prove that, for all i in { 1,. . . ,k,,}, there exist 
(2, + pi + Ci) << .% and ui E O(ei) such that 6i = mgu((& = e:tU,cti9,}) f faiZ, 
&z(& iI *** h 4tm) = (f&U 17 (%d”) = 6 I? 02 and (-+ (gl~,g2~},~~~} ++ i* 
cu,=, ,,.,) q,,4AJi =,,..., p,4fm%(~1 h ... h bk, 1) - (+ (s’, , si >, 4% h @2)), which gives 
the claim. q 
The following result is now immediate. 
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Theorem 4.4. 6’(+ gl,g2) = c?‘(+ 91) Q O’(-+ 92). 
Proof. The result is a particular case of Lemma A.8 for o E E and g{ = gi = true. 
0 
Proof of Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6 
The following corollary shows that there is a correspondence between (success- 
ful) basic conditional narrowing derivations and compositional conditional narrowing 
derivations. By this correspondence, we get an indirect proof of the completeness of 
compositional conditional narrowing. 
Corollary 4.5. tJ( + g) = O’( + g). 
Proof. 
((I) We prove that, for every successful basic narrowing sequence (e= go, cr) -N) 
. . . -4 (+ true, 08,) such that 29, $ fail there exists a corresponding successful com- 
positional conditional narrowing sequence (+= go, cr) H . . . H (+ true, 00,~) such 
that 6, = I3,,. The proof is done by induction on the length m of the former deriva- 
tion. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the clause renaming chosen for basic 
conditional narrowing reduction is the same as in compositional narrowing reduction. 
Let m = 1. If (+ gO,a) -+ (-+ true,atil), then the rule (x = x -+ true +) has 
been applied, and there exists an equation e such that go = {e} and 91 = mgu({ea}). 
By rule (1) of Definition 4.2, (+ gO,a) E (+ {e},a) H (+ true,&), with 0 = 
mgu({etr}) = 291. 
Now we consider the inductive case. If m > 1 then (-+ go,o) --+ (+ gi,atii) -+ 
. . . -+ (* true,0799,), with 29, $ fail. We consider two cases: 
(i) Let go = {e}. By the inductive hypothesis, there exists (+ gi, a&) H . . . +-+ (+ 
true,&,,,,) such that 8, = g,,. Since (+ go,o) -+ (+ gl,a%) and go = {e}, 
then by rule (1) of Definition 4.2, (+ gO,a) H (+ gi, a&) with 81 = 291. 
(ii) Let go = gb U g:, where gb and g: are non empty equation sets. Then, by Lemma 
A.7, there exist 53, E (+ gb, a) -+ . . -+ (-+ true, ~191) and 92 E (+ S{,(T) -u, 
. . -+ (-t= true, cd:) such that 19, = Si fi r9:, 8, $ fail, m > 1 91 1 and m > 
( 93 I. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist (+ gb, O) H . . . H (-+ true, co;,) 
and (+ gi,o) H ... H (+ true, &ik) such that S: = g;, and $’ = /3:k. Finally, 
from Lemma A.8 (+), there exists the derivation (+ go, a) z (+ (gb, gi), O) H 
. . H (x= true, ae,m) such that enm = e;, fi eik = 19; * 19; = 8,. 
(2) We prove the more general assertion that, for every compositional conditional 
narrowing sequence (X= go, E) H . . H (+ gn, 0,) such that 19~ $ fail, there exists a 
corresponding basic conditional narrowing sequence (+= gb, E) --+ . . . -vu) (+ gh,, timn) 
such that g/,,, = gn and 8,n = On. The proof is done by induction on the length n of 
the former derivation. We make the same assumption about clauses renaming as above. 
Let n = 1 and assume go = l_liTl ,,__, k{e,}, k> 1. If (+ go,&) H (+ gi,&) then, 
by rules (1) and (2) of Definition 4.2, there exist (n, + pi -+ Ci) < 2, Ui E 
6(ei) and ui = mgu({ili = e+}) $ fail, i E {l,...,k} such that (-G {ei},c) H 
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(-+ {e&&,) U G,gi) = (-+ ci,ai) and 91 = U.= , l,...,kcit 81 = 01 h . h c‘k, 01 $ffail. 
Then by the definition of basic conditional narrowing and Lemma A.6 (+), (+ go, E) 
-+* (+ sm,,%z,), gm, = u,=i )_,_, /$i = a and %l, = 01 It ... II ok = 01. 
Let us consider the inductive case. If n > 1 then (+ go, E) H . . . H (e 
gil-1,6-l) H (e gn, I!?,), with 6, $ fail and by the inductive hypothesis, there 
exists (+ g&s) -+ ... -+ (+ g6,_,,t9m,_,) such that Sk,_, = gn_i and 6,n_, = (J-1. 
Assume that gn-1 = ,.,,=I ,,,,, k {ei}, kal. If (+ gn-I,&-i) ++ (+ gn,Bn) then, by rules 
(1) and (2) of Definition 4.2, there exist (1, + pi + Ci) < W, Ui E O(ei) and pi = 
mgu({J,, = eiIu,&_i}) $ fad, i E {l,..., k} such that (* {ei},&-1) H (+ {eh&,} 
U Ci,en-lfli) E (* Ci,en-lCJi), gn = Ui=l,,,,,k Ci and f$, = 8,_l(al fi ... fi ckk) $z! fail. 
Then, by the definition of basic conditional narrowing, (+ {e,}, 0,-l) -+ (+ ci, On_lrri) 
and, by Lemma A.6 (+), (* &_,,fim,_,) M** (* &,,dm,), gm, = Ui=l,,,.kCi = gn 
and r9,,,n = &_i(ai fi . . . fi c.k) = on, as desired. 0 
Corollary 4.6 (Completeness). Let & be a level-canonical equational Horn theory. 
The set O’(+ g) is a complete set of b-unijiers of g. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 4.5. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.11 
Proposition 5.11. Let W be a CTRS and 4p be the graph of terms induced by 92. 
Then .Ysp is a loop-check. 
Proof. The proof is based on a well-founded complexity measure on goals which is 
decreased by narrowing steps. Consider the infinite derivation: 
and assume, by contradiction, that 99 has no cycle associated with any of the terms 
occurring in 9. For t E F, let m(t) denote the maximal length of the paths in 9% 
starting from any node t’ in the left-hand side of an arrow 3 such that t’ unifies 
with t (variables are implicitly renamed to be disjoint). Let t be one of such nodes, 
with a path whose length is m(t). We associate with each (+ gi, tli) in the derivation 
a set Xi = {(e, u,n) 1 e E gi,u E @e),e[u] E 9, n = m(el&)}, ib0. We define 
the complexity Mi of the goal (+ gi, Oi) as the finite multiset of natural numbers 
consisting of the third components of the triples in the set Zi. Since Ya has no cycle 
associated with any term occurring in 9, these third components are finite for all i > 0. 
Let us define a well-founded total ordering crnu, over multiset complexities by ex- 
tending the well-founded ordering < on N to the set M( N ) of finite multisets over N. 
The set M( N ) is well-founded under the ordering < mul since N is well-founded under 
< [ 11,241. Let JZ, &k” be multiset complexities. JZ crnu[ JZV t-f 37 C M,X’ 2 JP 
such that J% = (Jk” - X’) U X and Vn E X 3n’ E X’. n < n’. 
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From the definition of basic conditional narrowing, at each derivation step (+ 
gi, &) -+ (+ g;+l, &+I), the selected occurrence either comes from the nonvariable 
occurrences of the equations in go or it comes from the right-hand side or from the 
condition of a rewrite rule used in a previous step. Let e and u denote, respectively, the 
selected equation and occurrence in gi. By definition of $3, for all i, i > 0, V(e’, u’, n’) E 
(Xi+1 - Xi) there exists 1 3 Y E 9.9 such that 
Since there exists r 5 3.‘. for each A’ such that 
then m(ei,Oi) = 2 + m(e’l,,) and thus ‘v’(e’,u’,n’) E (Xi+1 - Xi). n’ < m(el,Oi). 
Hence, by the definition of the ordering <mu[, it is immediate that for all i, i >O, 
J@i+l <mu1 JYi. From the definition of basic conditional narrowing, if there is a k > 0 
such that every element in &+?k is 0 then no more narrowing steps are possible. Thus, 
by the well-foundness of the multiset ordering < mul over M( N ), only finite decreasing 
chains are possible and the narrowing derivation terminates. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.15 
Theorem 5.14 can easily be proved as a consequence of the following lemmata. 
Lemma A.9 (Alpuente et al. [2]). Let g,g’ be (unquantihed) finite sets of equations 
over r(CU V) and r(CU VU {I}), respectively. Let 19 E Sub and 6’ E Sub,&. Zf 0’ 0: 8, 
and g’ 0: g, then mgu&g’ u 2) 0: mgu(g u 5). 
Lemma A.10 (Alpuente et al. [2]). Let s = (+ g,t3), s’ E (+ g’,g’) and s’ cx s. 
Assume that s -w* t (by a basic narrowing step), and let u E 6(e) be the occurrence 
in e E g selected for this step. If $ e’ E g’ such that e’ cx e and u E d(e’), then 
s’ 0: t. 
Lemma A.ll. Let s’ K s. If there is a (basic) narrowing reduction from s to t, then 
there is an abstract narrowing reduction from s’ to some t’ such that t’ 0; t, or s’ c( t. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3 of [2]. 
Let s E (+ g, 0) and s’ = (x= g’, K). Since s’ c< s, then g’ c( g and rc cx 0. 
Now, since s --+ t, then t = ((g - {e}) U {e[p],} U C&J), where e E g, u E a(e), 
(A + p X= C) < .?J? and G = mgu({(el,)O = A}). We consider two cases. 
1. Assume that there exists e’ E g’ s.t. e’ 0: e and u E &e’). Thus it is immediate that 
(e’lu)_m (el,). By Lemma A.9, there exists mgu&{(e’l,) = n}Uz) 0: mgu({(ei,) = 
2) U 0) * 19 o mgu({(el,)O = I-}) = 90. Let cr’ = mgu&{(e’lU) = 2)). Then K e.01 
g’ = mgu,&?Ua3) = mgu&UmGji&+{(e’I,) = A})) = mgud({(e’lu) = A} UC) K 
Oa. Since (K -ft-,d 0’) 0: 8a and da $ fail, then (K fid o’) f fail. Therefore, by 
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Definition 5.12, s’ -+d (+ (g’ - {e’}) U {e’[sh(p)],} U sh(C),~ fid a’). From 
Definition 5.8 it is immediate5 that sh(p) cx p and sh(C) 0: C. Hence t’ cc t. 
2. If there does not exist e’ E g’ such that e’ 0: e and u E G(e’), then the lemma 
follows immediately from Lemma A. 10. q 
Lemma A.12. Let .Y; CC sl. If there exists a basic narrowing derivation s1 -+ . . -+ s,, 
then there exists an abstract basic narrowing derivation .si -+d . . . -d sh such that 
I s, KS,, m<n. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length n of the basic narrowing 
derivation. 
Let n = 1. The claim follows directly from Lemma A.1 1. 
Let us consider the inductive case n > 1. Since si K si and si -+ . . . -+ s,-~, 
by the inductive hypothesis, there exists an abstract basic narrowing derivation si +d 
. . . +d s;, k<n - 1, such that s; 0: s,,_i. Since s; c( s,_i and s,_l us) s,, then by 
Lemma A. 11, either (1) s; +d si+i and sL+i K s,, or (2) s: 0; s,. First, we consider 
case (1). In this case, it suffices to take m = k + 1 and we have s; 0: s,, m dn. Now 
we consider case (2). In this case, we take m = k and have sk c( s,, m 6 n - 1 d n, 
which proves the claim. 0 
Now we can prove the desired result. 
Theorem 5.14. Let Wd CC .c% and g’ 0: g. Then, for every solution 8 E 6,~(+ g), 
there exists K E A%,(+ g’) such that K CC 0. 
Proof. The result is a particular case of Lemma A.12 for si E (-+ g,s), s, E 
(+ true, e), s{ s (+ g’, E) 0: SI, and sk = (+ gk, K) cx s,. Hence, sk = (=+ true, K), 
since gk 0: true implies that g& E true. 0 
Corollary 5.15. Zf Ag,(+ g) = 8, then g is unsatisjable in 9’. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.14. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.16 
In order to prove Theorem 5.16 we need the following lemma. 
5 We assume for the sake of simplicity that the clause renaming chosen for the abstract narrowing reduction 
is the same as in the (basic) narrowing reduction. 
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Proof. 
(a> Let (+ (g1,92),Ic) - (-+ ~I,K lb do) -+d ... -+.d (+ h,K I7.d 6,) 4.01 (+ 
g’, K $,~a O), (~31 E F). The proof is done by induction on the length n of the derivation. 
(n = 1) Straightforward. 
Let us consider the inductive case. If (+ (gt,g*),Ic) = (+ hi,lc fi.d 191) d.cp 
. . -& (* k,K fi.01 &I) -+.d (+ g’, K fid 19, fid 6) = (+ g’, K Qd Q), then there 
exist (A --+ p + C) < gd, e E h, and u E 6(e) such that 6 = mgu({;l = el,}) $fuiZ 
and g’ = h, - {e} U {e[p],} U C. 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
such that 6, = 29t,,, fid 62, $ fail and h, = gl,,, U gzp. 
Since h, = glmUgzp, then e E gim or e E gxP. Let e E gi,,, (the case when e E gzP is 
perfectly analogous). It suffices to show that (+ gim,K 0.01 t91m) -+d (+ gi,K Q& 0,) 
and 0 = 0, j’rd t92, $ fuil and g’ = gi u g2P. 
Since (K h.d 8, fi.01 6) $ffail and 6, = (81, 17.01 hp), then (K. Tr.d 6, 7r.d 8) $ 
fail (by commutativity and associativity of fi.d). Now, since e E gim, (+ glm,K h,& 
4,) -+d (+ g{,K h.d 61, hd 6) = (+ gi,K I?.& gi), where 6 = 4, j’rd 6 and 
g’l = (gim - {e>) U {ebl,) U C. Then, 6 ftd 791p =(fh 9.d 8) 17.d hp = &, II.& 
29~~ fi.d 6 = 6, 9.d 6 = 8. Finally, we prove that g’ = gi U gzp. Since h, = glm u g2p 
then g’ = (An - {e)) U {ebl,) U C = ((slm U ep) - {e)) U {4pl,) U C = s{ U cap. 
The proof is done by induction on the sum n of the lengths of the derivations. 
(n = 1) Straightforward. 
Let us consider the inductive case. Since (+ glm,K fid 191,) --+d (+ gi,K fi.d 
191, fid 6), then there exist (A + p -+ C) < W,d, e E gtm and u E 6(e) such that 
6 = mgu({i = el,}) and g: = (glm - {e}) U {e[pl,) U C. 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a derivation (+ (gi, gz), K) *,: (+ 
(gi,,g;),K e.01 (film I?.& 02)). Th en, it suffices to show that (+ (glm,g&),K fid 
(&, *.& g2)) -.& (+ (g:, g:), K frd (el h.c9 e2)). Since (K ?r.d 81, 7r.d 6) $ fail, 
(K hd 61, 2.01 &) $ fail and 0 = (6 IL 02) = 0.91, fid 6 IL 02) $ fail, then 
(K fi-.d &, $..d Q2 fid 6) 9 fad (by commutativity and associativity of $d) and 
(+ (glm,g:),K Q.d (6, fi.d g2)) -+.d (=+ (g:,g+ I?& 61, I’!.& 02 fi.01 4, where 
g: = (Slm - {e}) U {e[p],} u C. Finally, since 0, = 291~ fid 6, we have that (191, Q.d 
6,) Q.i9 6 = (t!& fi,& S) fi.d g2 = 0, fi.& Q2, which proves the claim. 0 
Now we can prove the desired result. 
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Theorem 5.16. &,(+ gl,gz) = &.A+ sl) IT& .&de= 92). 
Proof. The result is a particular case of Lemma A.13 for K ZE E and gi = gi = true. 
0 
Proof of Propositions 5.18 and 5.19 
We proceed with Proposition 5.18 whose proof needs the following intermediate 
result. 
Lemma A.14. Zf (+ g, K) -11 (+ true, K’) then (-+ g, K) -+2 (+ true, K’). 
Proof. If (+ g, K) HII (+ true, K fid e), then by rule (1) of Definition 5.17, there 
exist gt and g2 such that g = gt U g2 and 
t-+ 91,K) -2 ( * true, K fr.d h), 
t-+- g2rK) -,; ( * t rue, K 9.d 02) and e = 01 fi.d 02 $ fail. 
We prove the claim by induction on the number n of applications of rule (1) which 
prove these latter derivations. 
n = 0. Straightforward. 
Let n = 1 and assume (-+ 91,~) -2 (-+ gi,~ fi& KI) ~11 (+ true,K fi.d Kl $.~l 
6) E (+ tr#e,Ic fi& 61) and (+ 92,~) --+> (+ true, K j’.d 62) (the case when HII 
occurs in the derivation for g2 is perfectly analogous). 
Since (+ gi, K fid ~1) HII (x= true, K $& ~1 fid 6), then by rule (1) of Definition 
5.17, there exist git and gi2 such that g{ = g:, U gi2, (+ gi,,~ I?& ~1) -+> (* 
t?%e, K 9.d KI hd St), (* gi2, K fi& KI) -+; (+ true, K h& KI fi.cp 62) and 6 = 61 9.01 
62 $ fail. Then, by Lemma A.13, (* g:,K i’r.d Kl) = (+ (g:l,g{2),K fi.cp KI) -+,> 
(+ true,~ $& ~1 fi& 6) E (+ true,~ fi& 61) and thus (+ gl,K) -+2 (-+ g{,K h.d 
Kl) -XI (+ true, K l7.d 4). 
By Lemma -4.13, (-+ g,~) = (+= (g1,92),~) --+2 (-+ tme,~ fr.d (6 h.d 02)). 
Let n > 1. Since (+= gr, K) H,$ (-+ true, K h&d 4) and (+ 92, K) -2 (* true, K 9.d 
02), then by rules (1) and (3) of Definition 5.17, either 
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and the number of applications of rule (1) which prove the transitions (+ gi, K fi,d 
K,) -11 (+ trZ4e,K fi.& Kj fi& 6i),i E (122) 1 is ess than n. Let us consider only the first 
case since the other two cases are analogous. 
Since (* gi, K II_& icl) +--II (+ true,Ic fid ~1 fi.d 61) = (+ true,Ic Qd 0,) and 
(‘+ g;,x h& K2) +-+I/ (-+ true, K $d ~2 fid 62) E (x= true, Ic fid /32), then by the 
inductive hypothesis, (+ gi,K Qd rcl) --+s (e= true,rc fid Q,) and (+ gi,lc _Tr,d 
K2) -+; (e true, K q,d 02). Since 81 fid 02 $ fail, then by Lemma A, 13, (-+ g, K) E 
(* (Sl>92)>4 -+; (e true, K qd (0, Q.& e2)) z (-+ true, K fid 0) and the thesis 
follows. 0 
Proposition 5.18 (Soundness). rf (+ g, K) ++> (+ g’, K’) then (-G g, K) -+s 
(* 9’9 K’). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma A.14. 0 
Now we proceed with the proof of Proposition 5.19. 
Proposition 5.19 (Completeness). rf (+ g, K) -,> (+ true,@ then (+ g, K) Hi: 
(-=+ me, 0). 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the length n of the former derivation. 
If n = 1 and (+ g, K) -+d (=+ true, K fid 0) E (+ true, 0) then the rule (X = 
x 4 true +) has been applied and there exists an equation e such that g = {e} 
and o = mgu({e}). Then, by rule (2) of Definition 5.17, (+ {e},lc) ~.d (+ true, 
Jc -Trd 0). 
Now we consider the inductive case. If n > 1 then (+ g, K) E (+ go, K fid r90) +d 
(‘g1,~IT.d 81) -+d ... -+d (+ gn, Ic Qd 19,) = (-+= true, O), (80 - E). There are two 
cases to consider. 
(1) Let go = {e}. By the inductive hypothesis, there exists (+ 91, K $d t9i) H& 
... ++d (+ true,e). Since (+ {e},K) --+d (+ gl,lc fid 81) then, by rule (2) of 
Definition 5.17, (+ {e},k-) +--+d (+ gi,lc fid 291). 
(2) Let go = gb U g: where gh and gi are non empty equation sets. We have to 
prove that (+ g, K) H& . . . ++.d (e true, 0). According to rule (3) of Definition 5.17, 
we need to show that: 
(a> (* g,K) = ( g + 0, ~c fi 1.9 ) d 0 -+.d (--+ 91, K frd 81) Ed . . ~.d (+ true, e), or 
(W (+ g+) -11 (+ tme,e). 
(a) Since (* gi, Ic Qd t91) -d . . . +d ((: true, 0) then, by the inductive hypothe- 
sis, there exists (+ gi, K fid 291) -.d . . . +-+d (-e true, 0). 
(b) Since (+ g,lc) E (+ (g&g:), K) -+2 (+ true,Ic fid tin) = (+ tme,fl), then 
by Lemma A.13, there exist (+= gh,K) 4.5 (+ true,Ic fi.01 fI,), (+ g{,lc) +~> (+ 
true, K hd 0,) and 6, = 8, fi& g2. 
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Then, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist (+ gh, K) -2 (+ true, K fi.d 0,) and 
(+ g&4 -2 (+ true, K $d 0,). Therefore, by rule (1) of Definition 5.17, (+ 
(gb,gi),Ic) -11 (s= true,rc fid (0, fid 02)) E (+ true,K fid 6,) = (+ true,O) and this 
completes the proof. q 
The following is an immediate conclusion of previous results. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.16, Proposition 5.18 and Proposition 5.19. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 
Theorem 6.4. Let c be a constraint and 0 = Ag,(+ c) # 0. Then, 
1. if a transition (c, 0) AREA (c U C, 0’) is proven, then 0’ = Ag, (+ c u C); 
2. if a transition (c, 0) 5iE,4 (c U C,0) is proven, then the constraint c u C is 
unsatisjable. 
Proof. We prove the two claims separately. 
1. From Definition 6.3, (c, 0) J+iEA (C UC, 0 $g~ A%,(+ C)) = (C UC, A,%,_,(+ 
c) fid Age&(+ C)) = (c UC, Aw~(+ c UC)), by Theorem 5.16. 
2. Assume, by contradiction, that the constraint cUC is satisfiable. It suffices to show 
that the transition (c, 0) LiEA (c UC, 0) cannot be proven for the hypothesis to be 
contradicted. By case 1, (c, 0) AiEA (c UC, Ag,(+ c UC)). By Corollary 5.15 and 
the assumption that c UC is satisfiable, As,(+ c UC) $ 0. 0 
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